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Parts

Large expansion sleeve 
29-39 mm

Small expansion sleeve
19-29 mm

Large cone Small cone

Large rubber ring

Small rubber ring
Short adapter

35 mm
Medium adapter

41 mm
Long adapter

47 mm

NOTE!
Insert the cone as far 
as possible into the 
steerer tube.
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The SKS clip-on mudguard is a lightweight mudguard with maximum splash protection in any weather. 
Please observe the mounting instructions to ensure optimal performance.

Fitting the mounting system:
The inside of the steerer tube must be free of grease and clean for fitting the mounting system. 
If necessary, clean the steerer tube.

1. Select the largest possible expansion sleeve 1a  or 1b  that fits into the steerer tube. Position the appropriate rubber ring in the 
centre notch of the expansion sleeve as shown in Figure B. Select the appropriate pair of cones 3a  or 3b .
2. Mount the adapter with the pair of expansion cones and secure it with the screw 4   and nut 6  (Figure B). 
The short adapter 5a   is used for mounting on narrow fork bridges, while the adapter 5b  and 5c  are intended for wider ones. 
The length of the adapter should be approximately the width of the fork bridge. 
3. Tighten the screw 4  so that the mounting system can still be pushed into the steerer tube with slight pressure.
4. Insert the unit into the steerer tube (Figure C) and align the adapter parallel to the track, making sure that the arrow 
on the adapter 5  points is in the direction of travel (Figure D).
5. Now tighten the screw 4 . A „snapping sound“ is normal.

Fitting the SKS clip-on mudguard (Figure E):
From the front, slide the clip-on mudguard onto the adapter track from the front until it clicks into place, 
keeping the quick-release button depressed.

Removing the clip-on mudguard (Figure F):
To remove it, press the quick-release button and pull the mudguard off towards the front. 
The mounting system remains firmly fixed on the headset.

SAFETY INFORMATION:
Regularly check that the adapter is securely mounted. Make sure that when fully deflected, there is adequate clearance between 
the mudguard and the tyres or between the mudguard and the fork bridge/booster.
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Toolfree mounting with quick-release power strap system. 2-joint angle adjustment for perfect alignment. 

MAX.Ø
SEATPOST
35 mm


